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INTRODUCTION
This is the Software Notes, the Alpha Micro software newsletter written
for our DeaLer and OEM network. If you have software information or hints
that you would like to share with others, or if you have software questions
you wQuld like answered, please write to:
Editor, ALpha Micro Software Notes
Software Group
P.O. Box 18347
Irvine, CaLifornia 92713
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Ordering AdditionaL "Software Notes"
i.

We r~aLize that many deaLers have several peopLe within their organization
who might benefit from a copy of the Software Notes.
ALso, many of the
sample pr9grams and software hints found 1n the Software Notes will
continue t~ be reLevant for future software releases.
Theref.ore,: we have decided to make both back issues and multiple copies of
future issues of the Software Notes available to deaLers on the Software
Notes mailjng list. Please use a copy of the subscription form at the back
of this issue for ordering back issues and multipLe copies of the Software
Notes.
If you would like to correct or change the mailing address we use ~n mailing
this newsletter to you, please use the subscription form for that purpose as
well.
While ~e're discussing plans for the Software Notes, we'd like to mention
that we plan to create an annual index covering each year's issues of
Softw~re Notes.
The first index will be released January, 1981.
AMOS Version 4.4b
Just a reminder-- the recentLy released 4.4b System
Software Release 4.4a plus:
'.
,

f.

TRe patches
Notes.

l.

A~l

Disk

contains

aLL

of

--

Listed in the August issue (VoLume I, #3) of Software

,

the files that make up the AlphaPASCAL Version 2.0 programming
system, including: the compiler; the linker; the standard library;
and various Include-files.

~OFTWARE
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NOTE: You must order the new AlphaPASCAL manual separately from the
Release oisk. Order the AlphaPASCAL User's Manual, (part number
OWM-00100~08, Revision BOO).
3.

A change to the monitor so that it displays "4.4b" when you run
SYSTAT or SYSTEM. The hash totals for the various versions of the
4.4b SYSTEM.MON are:
Phoeni x Monitor
Hawk Monitor
OOA Monitor
Persci AMS Monitor
Wangco AMS Monitor
Petsci STO Monitor
Wangco STO Monitor

144-036-454-061
065-512-215-410
014-264-144-006
360-364-162-150
507-741-714-373
505-771-702-217
053-532-627-575

SOFTWARE HINTS
,

AlphaAccounting Subroutines
It has come to our attention that some of our users are using the wrong
versions of, the AlphaAccounting assembly language subroutines. It is very
important that you use the versions of the subroutines that were included
with the AlphaAccounting Version 1.3 Release Oisk. Ii you are experiencing
problems, chances are that you have outdated copies of the subroutines.
To make sure that you have the correct subroutines, use the DIR/H command to
generate hash totals for your subroutines, and check those hash totals with
the ones listed below:
ACCEPT.SBR
DSPLY.SBR
INPUT.SBR
MMENU.SBR
NOECHO.$BR
PRINT.S9R
RDATE.SBR
SCREEN.SBR
SRCH2.SBR
STENO.SBR
TMENU.SBR
WAIT .SBR

730-113-040-142
101-464-270-344
172-136-520-351
012-262-414-271
672-253-376-122
155-760-564-361
333-642-122-060
241-454-412-157
546-267-440-237
161-542-774-377
420-213-240-234
156-'306-706-245

ANYCN.SBR
ECHO.SBR
MESAG.SBR
MOUNT.SBR
PGMND.SBR
PRIV.SBR
RENAME.SBR
SERCH.SBR
STALL.SBR
STRIP.SBR
TMEN2.SBR

555-535-613-655
127-450-177-722
611-771-575-453
600-277-471-717
241-456-233-714
564-023-642-307
015-750-755-545
216-324-525-723
140-276-665-705
767-505-536-145
131-776-432-017

If the hash totals do not match, you do not have the current versions of the
subroutines.
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ALphaBASIC
1.

ALphaB~SIC

Program LabeLs
\

ALthough not discussed in the ALphaBASIC User's ManuaL, (OWM-00100-01),
you ~an 'use reserved words as program LabeLs when your program is in the
normaTlEXPANO mode. WhiLe intended as a convenience, this feature has
caused some confusion when a user thinks that he or she is specifying a
statement and ALphaBASIC reads the keyword as a LabeL.
For exampLe,
consider 'the case where you want to put severaL nuLL PRINT statements on
muLti~statement lines:

~10 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
!20 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
If you attempt to compile the program lines above, BASIC reports a
"Oupl icate label" error message.
Whi Le you intended the colon as a
statement~separator, BASIC read it as a label terminator.
If you wish to
put severaL null PRINT statements on a single Line, place blanks between the
colons
and the reserved words:
.'
~

I

10 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT

This ensures that BASIC
label terminators. I
e.t (?p

2. BASIC

w~t-c ~

~rogram

reads the coLons as statement separators, not as

{or-

to Calculate Pi (3.14159 ••• )

Our thanks to the user who sent in the folLowing suggestion for 'calculating
Pi to 11 "significant digits:
I

10 SIGNIFICANCE 11
20 PI = 2 * ASN(1)
~ Error~Reporting

Bug
\

A parti~ularly elusive error-reporting probLem has been found with ,COMPIL.
The 'symptoms are: a program compi les without apparent error but,' when run,
the program arbitrarily restarts itself at the beginning when it reaches a
GOTO statement somewhere in the program.
It iurns~out that these symptoms result from an actuaL syntax error 'in the
program :that was not reported by COMPIL; this error causes COMPIL's GOTO
handLing to go awry. For information on a patch to COMPIL that enabLes it
to "report such errors, see the section below tit led "Software Change
Notices."
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AlphaPASCAL Version 2.0
1. Undocumented Functions and Procedures

Because the AlphaPASCAL User's Manual was sent to the printers before the
final touches were made to ALphaPASCAL Version 2.0, several functions and
procedures are undocumented. These functions and procedures are VAL, STR,
RANDOMIZE, 'and RND.
The VAL and STR functions allow you to convert data
between string and numeric format, and vice versa. This is necessary when
you want to use. both numeric and string functions on the same piece of data.
RANDOMIZE and RND allow you to generate random numbers.
VAL
number.

The VAL function
It'.takes the form:

accepts

a

STRING

argument and returns a REAL

VAL (source-string);
For example:
PROGRAM TestVAL; { Convert string input to REAL form}
, VAR

Salary
Number

STRING;
,REAL;

\ BEGIN
I
WRITEC'Enter your yearly salary: '); READLNCSalary);
{ Use string function LENGTH on Salary)
IF LENGTHCSalary) < 5 THEN WRITELN('You need a raise!');
Number := VAL{Salary); { Convert string to number)
WRITELN('If they keep 37% of your salary, you"ll only see');
Number -= (Number * 0.37);
WRITELN{Number,' dollars of your salary!')
END.
STR -- The STR function accepts a REAL
STRING. It takes the form:

or

INTEGER

number

and

returns

a

STR(Number);
For example:
PROGRAM TestSTR; { Convert REAL number to STRING)
VAR

Price: REAL; Target: STRING;

BEGIN'
WRiTE('Enter price of object $');
READLN(Price);
WR~TELN('Sales tax is:',Price * 0.06); { Perform numeric operation}
Target := STR(Price)~ { Convert to string)
{ ~se string function, POS, on data to search for decimal point. }
IFPOS('.',Target) = 0 THEN WRITELN('The price is in whole doLLars.')
END.

i

SOFTWARE
You m~y
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t
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use STR to format a converted number by specifying two op,tional

a~guments:
~TRCNumber,X,y);

or:
STRCNumber,X);
where X specifies a mlnlmum field width, and Y specifies the ~umber of
digit!? to write after the decimal point. (If "Number" is INTEGER~ :you may
not specify Y.) These two variations of STR perform formatting'in exactly
the s~me way as WRITE and WRITELN, except that they do not ge"er'ate a
leadi"g space for positive numbers.
(See Section 10.1.5.5, "For~atting
Output," i.n the AlphaPASCAL User's Manual, (OWM-00100 ..08, Revision I BOO>,
for information on WRITE and WRITELN.) For example, given the REAL data
123.44: .
~RITELN(STR(123.44,10,4»;

returns the string:
123.4400:
}

~

where~the ~umber is right-justified in a field of ten blanks, and four
digits ar;e written to the right of the decimal point. X specifies the
minimum fiteld in which to print the number-- if the number is larger than
the ~peci~ied field, AlphaPASCAL does not truncate the number, 'but ~rints
the n~mbe~ using the necessary number of digit positions.
RANDOMIZE ~nd RNO -- The RNO function returns a random REAL number between
and 1.'
<It acts exactly like the RNOCO) function of AlphaBASIC.) It
takes.the form:

a

~ND;

(with:no arguments). To randomize the starting seed of
use the R~NOOMIZE procedure:

the

,RANDOMI ZE;
,;

I,

(with'no arguments).

For example:

,

PROGRAM TestRND;
{ Generate 20 random integers between 1 and 10 }
VAR
I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
, RANDOMIZE;
WRITELNC'Random numbers between 1 and 10:');
I
FOR I : = 1 TO 20 DO
BEGIN
WRITELNCTRUNCCCRND*10)+1»
END
:eND.

RND' function,
,
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2. PASCAL p'rogram to Pad Number wi th Leading Zeros
Below is a useful procedure to pad a number with leading zeros along with a
sample program that makes use of it:
PROGRAM FormatTest;
VAR

S : STRING;
{ The procedure call Format(String,Left,Right,Number) ,formats
number with Left zero-filled digits before the decimal p.oint
and Right zero-filled digits after the decimal point. A
trailing space or minus sign is added to indicate the sign of
the number. Illegal arguments generate an error to ERRORTRAP.)

PROCEOURE Format(VAR X : STRING; Left,Right : INTEGER; Num
REAL);
VAR Pow: REAL;
BEGIN { Procedure Format )
IF Left> 11 OR Left <= 0 THEN ERROR(1);
Pow := PWROFTEN(Left);
IF ABS(Num) >= Pow THEN ERROR(1) { Value range error );
X := STRCPow + ABS(Num),O,Right);
{ Force leading zeros by adding power of ten and converting
to STRING. 1OELETE(X,1,1);
{ Remove leading 1 )
X := IF Num < 0 THEN CONCAT(X,I_I) ELSE CONCAT(X,I I);
ENO'{ Format );
BEGIN { Main Program )
Format(S,S,2,-12.7); { Return answer in S )
WRITELN(IFormat(S,2,-12.7) = I,S);
: WRITELN(IResult should be 00012.70- 1 ) ;
ENO { Main
Program ).
1
MiscellCineous
CRT410
prompt

If you interrupt CRT410 via a Control-C during its initial
sequence, CRT410 writes a BAOBLK.SYS fi le to the sur,face that
contain~ a list of zero bad blocks.
ALso, if interrupted at thi$ point,
CRT410 . does not generate a bad hash totaL for the BAOLBK.SYS fiLe.
Therefore, the monitor has no way of knowing that the certification was
incompLete.
If you attempt to use such a surface, ;t ;s probable that the
system wi II 'attempt to write to blocks that may be bad, and that you wi LL
Lose your' dei,ta.
If you want to interrupt a CRT410 certification, make sure that ydu do so
after the ce"rtification has begun so that the system wi LL be able to
identify • the surface as incompLetely certified.
If it is absoluteLy
necessary' to interrupt CRT410 whi le it ;s sti II prompting you
for
information,' make sure that you imm,ed; ately certify the disk before anyone
tries to use it.
i
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Although both commands work correctly separately" a problem
occurs with TXTFMT when you try to use the IFOOTER and the 1000 PAGE
commandstogether-- TXTFMT does not paginate correctly. This problem will
be fixed ,in Release 4.5. Until then, if you are going to use both 1000 PAGE
and IfOOTER commands, we suggest that you work around the problem by
simulating the 1000 PAGE command by including the proper number of IPAGE
commands.
TXTF~T

OSKANA
If you use the SET HEX command to force hexadecimal 'output, the
OSKANA p~ogram incorrectly displays project-programmer numbers in hex~ This
problem ~ill be fixed for Release 4.5.
AlphaFIX; -- AlphaFIX, the screen-oriented assembly
language proqram
debu9ger; contains a display problem. If you use FIX in disassembly mode
and ,t encounters a TJMP instruction, FIX disassembles all code after the
TJMP as OFFSETs.
To correct the screen display, use the line-feed command to scroll the TJMP
instruction off the top of the screen; then type two Escapes to enter and
imme~iat~ly exit Command mode. The screen display wi II now be correc\t.
I

MACRO does not recognize the indirect addressin~ mode for
instructions. This problem will be corrected in Rele~se 4.5.
You can 'ork around this limitation until then' by hand-ass~mbling the
inst~uction to its octal or hexadecimal equivalent.
!

MACRb

floa~ing:point

SRccbM .- The SRCCOM program may crash the system if you use it to 'compare
very' large fiLes. This problem wilL be fixed in Release 4.5; unt i l then,
you can~ temporariLy get around the problem by increasing the size of your
memory partition before using SRCCOM.
SYSTAT

-~

The system may crash if you load SYSTAT into memory and then
the System Disk is not ready. This is especially Likely to
disk users, since they often load programs into! memory from
the; System Disk and then remove the disk from the drive. This -llroblem wi lL
be f.~i xed: in Release 4.5.
:
exec~te ~t while
happ~n t6 floppy

DOCUMENTATION ADJUSTMENTS
AlphaFIX:
!

2-5 of the AlphaFIX User's Manual, (OWM-00100-69), indicates that
is bquivalent to the lEN machine instruction; it is actually eq~ivalent
to t:he IDS instruction.
:
i

Pag~

LOC~
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ISAM
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR AS$EMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS: The current ISAM System
User's Guide, (DWM-OD1DD-D6, Revision AD1), contains the following errors
in Chapter 5, "Using ISAM from the Assembly Language Level," pages 5-1 and
5-9:
Page 5-7:
Was:
Should be:

CALL
CALL

.IRLRO
.IRLRO(Rn)

Was:
Should'be:

CALL
CALL

.IRLWT
.IRLWT(Rn)

CALL
CALL

.IOELK
.IDELK(Rn)

Page 5-9:
Was:
Should be:

NOTE: It is very important that
manual!
--

you

make

this

correction

to

your

ISAM

VUE HELP Command
The current AlphaVUE User's Manual contains a description of the use of
the HELP command in the INI.VUE file to disable/enable the dispLay of the
VUE co'mmand menus.
The manual also discusses using the HELP? command in
Command mode to disable/enable menu display.
Another, undocumented feature of the HELP command exists. When in Command
mode, if HECP has been set to TRUE in the INI.VUE fiLe, typing HELP (without
the question mark) foLlowed by a RETURN causes VUE to dispLay a list of the
topi cs :fdr whi ch menus exi st. For examp Le:
I

>HELP(RET)

.

HeLp is avaiLabLe for:
SCREEN
COMMAND
TXTFMT

BASIC

BASICIO

You can theh see the menu for a specific topic by
name, and a RETURN. For example:

TCRT

typing

OOB'

HELP,

the

topic

>flELP TXTFMT[RET)
dispLays a menu of TXTFMT commands.
(NOTE: to use the HELP? or HELP command in Command mode, the HELP command
must have been previousLy set to TRUE in the INI.VUE fiLe.)

SOFT~ARE NOTES - SEPTEMBER 1980
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NOTICES

The ~atches below assume that you have a monitor version 4.4a or 'l~ter. The
patches' below wi LL work on a 4.4 system, but we feel that it does' ,not make
much I senSe to perform the patches in this case, since you wi ~l have to
perform them again as soon as you update to 4.4a or 4.4b.
Therefore, we
recommend' that you not perform the patches unless you are operaiing under
version 4.4a or later.

NOTE~ If you are going to make the patc~s below, it is a good ;d~a tb make
a II 'of them, even if you do not ~ use some of the programs affected;
-other;wi se~ you wi l.l have future support prob lems because you wi'l l: have a
'

non-Standard mix of software.

\ ;
t

Beca~se

the monitor patch at the end of this issue identifiesiyour system
software ~s containing all of the patches in this issue, do not make the
SYSTEM.MON patch until you perform all of the other patches.
COMPIL.PRG

,
As w~ menLt ioned above in the "Software Hints" section, a problem exists with
COMPIL's error trapping for certain kinds of syntax errors. Although the
problem r'arely
occurs, it has a serious effect on your compiled program.
,
,
The sympt:om of the problem is that COMPIL compi les the program <reporting no
erro~s), 'but when the program is'executed, the program arbitrarily
restarts
itself a~ the beginning when it reaches some GOTO in the program~
,
\

,

I

;

We h~lVe discovered that when COMPIL is executing an error processing Iroutine
in the :first pass of the compi ler, an internal stack used for istoring
unresolve'd transfers of control is also used as a temporary stack space for
proc~ssing
the error itself.
When COMPIL tries to restore the stack on
compieticin of the error checking, it loses the error alon~ wfth the
rema~nder of the stack. ConsequentLy, when RUN encounters the un~esolved
GOTO~ and CALLs, it doesn't know where to go,
so it simpLy r'estar.ts the
program ;at the beginning. Also, aLthough the error is found on tHe first
pass~ COMPIL does not report it.
l

Thisjprotllem wiLL be fixed in Release 4.5. UntiL then, we have ~ patch that
wiLL, ena~le you to detect such errors during compiLation so that you can
correct Iyour problem before running the program. Since the error in your
program was, in fact, discovered by COMPIL but was simply unreported, we can
forc,e COro\PIL to report the error in Phase 1 of the compi Lation. : This patch
aLLQws *ou to find the syntax error if you use the IT option of COMPIL.
(Your cLye that such an error exists is the symptom of a program restarting
fro~ the
beginning on its own.)
FoLLowing the patch below is a sample
comp~lation (using the IT option) of a program that
contains the type of
erro:r th~t causes the probLem discussed above.

,Page 10
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Although the particular syntax problem that alerted us to this problem
involved an invalid subscript specification (too many or not enough
parentheses), other types of syntax errors may cause the problem: To help
us in tracking down other problem areas in COMPIL's error handling routines,
if you write a BASIC program that exhibits the behavior described above, we
would like to request that you send us a listing of the program's
compilation (using the IT option) with an SPR •
•LOG SYS: [RET}
Logged into OSKO:[1,4J
.DIR COMPIL.PRG/H[RET)
~OMPIL PRG 20
745-533-402-115
.'DOT COMPIL.PRG[RET)
PROGRAM BASE IS xxxxxx
~ROGRAM

SIZE IS 23456

1'41

LEA R3,23454

1,10401

MOV R5,12CSP) JMP 23454[RET]

LEA R3,23534[RET)

,

234541
234601
234641
2,34661

234727
2,34741
2'34761

2,35007
235021
235041

235067

2,35101
235121

0

MOV R5,12CSP) t
TST 502 CRQ) ~
BNE 23472';
JMP 11016t
SVCA 6~
SUB @-CRO),@-CR2)~
SUB @-CRO),@-CR2)~
SUB @-CRO),@-CR2)+
SUB @-CRO),@-CR2)~
SUB RO,-(RQ)~
0+
MOVB - (R1) ,R3+
CALL R1,23526.j,

235,167

O~

235201
235221
23526/
iB5301
235341

SVCA 10+
JMP 11016~

Xc

SAVE~

JMP 10744~
o[RET]

.!OIR MEM:COMPIL.PRG/H [RET)
COMPIL PRG 10078 677-447-465-767
MEM:
~SAVE COMPIL.PRG[RET)
ERASE COMPIL.PRG,
SAVE COMPIL.PRG
.~EL COMPIL.PRG[RET]
"t"OMPIL.PRG
The pa:tched version of COMPIL allows yo"u to use the IT option to detect the
type of syntax errors that cause a program to restart. CYou will not see
the error if you don't use the IT option.) Below is a sample program that
contains such an error along with a sample compilation of that Pfogram
Cusing: the -IT option).

·

,

SOFTW~REt
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Notice tha~ lines 80 and 110 both contain errors that COMPIL; Inormally
'
reports; ,line 120, however, contains an error that an un-patched ~e~sion of
COMPIL wil.l not report.
1;0 ;
~O

,

! This program has lots of errors to demonstrate the,
! IT option with COMPIL

30

40 '
50

MAP1 A,B,1
MAP1 R(100),F,fl

Binary Variable
Floating Point array

INPUT A
A=A*12

<==Error

r

~O

rO

~O

90

100
FOR I~1 TO 100
110
RCI,4)=AI15
120
RCI)=RCI&)+RCI,5)-4
130
NEXT I
140
CALL SUB'ROUT
150
END
160 SUB'ROUT:
~70
PRINT "THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE"
" 80
RETURN

<==Error
<==Error

Now w'e will compile the program using a patched COMPIL and the IT, option.
Notic:e t~at COMPIL now reports the iLlegal subscript error in lihe:120 when
you use t~e IT trace option, but that the error still is not report~d;during
Phase 2.' Also notice that there is more than one error in lines" 110 and
120-~ BASIC or COMPIL by design finds only the first error i~ a program
line.',

.
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.COMPIL TEST/T[RET]
'Phase 1 - Initial work memory is 2320 bytes
10
:! This program has lots of errors to demonstrate the
2'0
,! IT option with COMPIL
30
40;
,MAP1 A,B,1
Binary Variable
50,
,MAP1 R(100),F,6
Floating Point array
60

m

··INPUT A

80

A=A'lf12
**~***** Syntax

90;

,

<==Error
error

100

'FOR 1=1 TO 100
. RCI,4)=AII5
**i****** Wrong number of subscripts
120
R(I)=R(I&)+R(I,S)-4
**'****~* I llegal subscript
13:0
: NEXT I
14'0
CALL SUB' ROUT
150) ! END
160. SU$'ROUT:
1'70, (PRINT "THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE"
180 ,RETURN
11:0

<==Error
i

<==Er;ror

I

Pnase

2-

Adjust object file and process errors

! <== Error
R(I,4)=AI15
<==Enror
Wr,ong number of subscripts - 110
M~mory, usage:
Total work space - 2464 bytes
Label symbol tree - 10 bytes
Variable symbol tree - 52 bytes
~ Data statment pool - 0 bytes
VarlabLe lndexlng area - 28 bytes
Compiler work stack - 14 bytes
Excess avaiLabLe memory - 7972 bytes
E~d:ot
compiLation
,
• !

ACTIV. TOY
i

)

Users ~f,t~e ActlV ~erminaL wiLL experience probLems when using tha VUE
bLock ;markier command, AP. The symptom is that the marked bLock dispLays in
aLternate Lines of Light and dark intensity. The probLem occurs because VUE
assume~ ~ha:t a change in the intensity of the ActIV terminal displ~y can be
specificaLLy set (as is the case with most terminaLs). HO'1e,¥er, the
intenslty function of the ActIV terminaL is a "toggLe"; therefore, sending
the "~e~ Tntensity" codes to the terminaL driver merely causes the terminaL
dispLay ~o ~aLternate between Liqht and dark Lines.
The cure \fqr, this
problem i~ to disabLe the reduced intensity function of the ActlV terminaL
dri ver ~ ,Th'e pat ched termi na L dri ver st iLL a LLows VUE to accept a -:p. command
to mark a ~Lock, but the marked bLock dispLays in normaL intensity~ •
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BeLow we give both the patch for the assembled and linked progra~ ~i~e and
the 'changes to make in the originaL driver source fi lee For ei~h~r change,
the hash totals shouLd be:
l

'Old Hash Total:
:New Hash Total:

317-452-524-125
425-435-064-136

i

'+

!

-

I

i

S'~

NOTE:, These changes to the ActIV driver disable the intensity ,TcIH calls
(-1,1.1) and (-1,12)
Tf your BASIC, PASCAL, or assembly language programs
need ;to make use of these calls,.do not make the changes below. '
~

.'

I

The fpllowing lines show the changes you should make to the source :file
the A~tIV,driver, ~SK9:ACTIV.MAC[10,2J.
' .' !

for

I

Was: '

C11 :
C11 :

BYTE
BYTE

14.
O.

; Change int'en:sity
; Disable intensity

~as:

C12 :
C12:

BYTE
BYTE

o.

14.

; Change intensity
; Disable intensity

~hould be:

Should be:
After changing the
To do this, enter:

source file, you will need to re-assemble and link it.

1

',.!.MACRO ACTIV[RET]
Now you see something like this:
PHASE 1: MEMORY USED - nnnn WORDS
:PHASE 2: OBJECT FILE FINISHED
'PHASE 4: PROGRAM FILE FINISHED
Now, irename the .PRG fi Le you have just created to the term;;nal I driver
extensi:on~ • TOV. Then log into the System Driver Library accoul1t, apd copy
the new driver into the account.
,

i

.• RENAME/OELETE • TDV=ACTIV. PRG [RET]
'ACTIV.PRG renamed to ACTIV.TDV
!Total of 1 file renamed

1-------------------\

i • LOG [1 ,6J [RET]
:rransferred from DSKO:[10,2J to DSKO:[1,6J
Ersatz name is OVR:

r

: .COPY = ACTIV.TOV[10,2J(RET]
\ACTIV.TDV[10,2J to ACTIV.TOV
;Total of 1 file copied
~

If yqu do;not have ACTIV.MAC[10,2J, and want to make the changes above,
can make tne following patch to the terminal driver, ACTIV.TDV[1,6J: ~

you

,

,
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.40G 1,6(RET]
Logged into OSKO:[1,6J
Ersatz name ;s bVR:
.!.,OIR AcTIV. TOV/H(RET]
,ACTIV TOV
317-452-524-125
.OOT ACTIV.TOV~ET]
PROGRAM BASE IS nnnn
PROGRAM SIZE IS 372
3601
MBwu R1,sp 0 [RET]

OSKO:[1,6J

"c

.OIR MEM:ACTIV.TOV/H[RET]
ACTIV TOV
425-435-064-136
• SAVE ACTI V• TOV [RET)
ERASE ACTIV.TOV
SAVE ACTIV.TOV

MEM:

FLOCK.SBR
A problem has been reported for a system with three or more terminals using
FLOCK, :the BASIC Multi-user Fi le Locking Subroutine.
The patch below
(For information on using FLOCK, se,e the
corrects this and other problems
document:ation
"BASIC' Programmer's Information" section of the AM-100
packet.)
If

you,curr~ntly

have a version of FLOCK with the hash total

647-745-351-666
perform this patch:

~

I

l

• LOG BAS: [RET)
Logged into BAS:
.OIR FLOCK. SBR/H [RET)
, DSKO:[7,6J
F,LOCK SBR
647-745-351-666
..:!.ODT FLOCK. SBR [RET]
PROGRAM BASE IS nnnnn
~ROGRAM SIZE IS 2066
JMP 2174(RET]
1,6761
MOV R2,10(RO)
i1741

~
i

CLR 6(RQ)~
MOV R2,10(RO)J,
JMP 1702[RET]

'\C
.,OIR MEM: FLOCK. SBR/H [RET]
FLOCK SBR
600-131-601-745
;SAVE FLOCK.SBR[RET]
ERASE FLOCK.SBR,
SAVE FLOCK.SBR
.DEL FLOCK.SBR[REr}
llOCK.SBR
'

MEM:
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If

~our

version of FLOCK.SBR has the following hash total:
446-075-217-674

perform this patch:
.LOG BAS: (RET)
'Logged into BAS:
.OIR FLOCK. SBR/H (RET]
:1LoCK SBR
446-075-217-674
OSKO:[7,6]
~ .OOT FLOCK.SBR(RET]
:~O RAM BASE IS nnnnn
PROGRAM SIZE,IS 2
; 130~
XCH R1,iilSP
JMP 2066 [RET]
i

)1761.

SVCB 0

JMP 2110[RET)

'3221

SVCB 0

JMP 2136[RET)

157,1

BIS #1,10(R3)

BIS #2,10(R3)[RET)

16761

MOV R2,10(RO)

JMP 2174 [RET]

20661
20721
.' 20761

21001

21041

21101

21167
, 21201
, 21241

: 21321

, 21361
" 21441

" 214~1
: 215a 1
: 215ftl

: 216V
: 21701
: 21741

'22001

22047

LEA R2,74(R5)'
MOV R2,2(R5)J,
XCH R1,iilSP.j,
SUB 156 (RO> , R1lo
JMP 136"
BIC #1400,OCR5)~
SVCB O.
XOR 0(R5) ,RO~
BIS #1400,0(R5~
JMP 206~
BIC #1400,0(R2)~
SVCB O~
SUB 0(R2),RO.t
SVCB 0 ~
ADD 0(R2) ,#4+
BIS #1400,OCR2)+
JMP 340~
CLR 6(RO)~
MOV R2, 10(RO>~
J MP 1702 [RET)

, AC
.OI~ MEM:FLOCK.SBR/H(RET)
FLOCK SBR
600-131-601-745
.SAVE FLOCK.SBR(RET)
'ERA$E FLOCK.SBR,
SAVE FLOCK.SBR
.DE~ FLOCK.SBR[RET)

FLO~K.SBR
<

"

MEM:

SOFTWARE,
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SYSTEM.M9N
Thi s patch 'changes the current monitor revi sion code from "4.4a·'· to
"4.4a(1)'· (or" from "4.4b" to "4.4b(1)"). That is, it leaves the current
monitor level code unchanged, but appends a "(1)" to the end of it'. The
purpose of the patch is so that your monitor can be identified in the future
as containing all of the patches in this issue of the Software ~otes;
therefore, do not make this patch until you have performed all 6f the
patches above.
To check~ that the patch has been done correctly-- after you have made :the
patch, :reboQt the system and use the SYSTEM command or the SU-TAT command;
either command will display
the new monitor version.
.
~

IMPORTANt NOTE: This patch wi II not work with a monitor version 4.4 I (as
opposed: to (4.4a or 4.4b). (It won't hurt anything, but it won't cause-the
"(1)" after the version code to be displayed.) This is because we assume
that if you are using a 4.4 version of the software, you wi II want t.o update
to version 4.4a or 4.4b before making any of the patches in this issue. I
,,

.LOG SYS: [RET)
rogged into SYS:
.O~T SYSTEM.MON[RET)
~ROGRAM BASE IS xxxxx
IPROGRAM SIZE IS 32722
"14l
0
30450 [REr)
,16i
11
51[RET)
I

.SAVE SYSTEM.MON~ET)
ERASE SYSTEM.MON,

SAVE SYSTEM.MON

Now rebo.ot and use the SYSTEM or SYSTAT command.

For example:

.SYSTEM[REr}
The following programs are allocated in system memory:
STO
OVR
AMS
OVR
TRM
OVR
Total resldent monitor size is 15466 bytes
Monitor version is 4.4b(1)
,

NOTE: W1e did not include before and after hash totals in the patch above.
This is because the purpose of a hash total is to verify that you have
performed I a patch correctly. You can more conveniently check this by using
the SYSTEM o~ SYSTAT command as shown above after rebooting the system.

